Jabra and ScreenBeam bring you the most flexible collaboration and content sharing solution!

The hybrid work model is imposing new communication and collaboration challenges for customers leading to disparate and inequal experiences. Jabra and ScreenBeam together, address these challenges, bringing superior audio, video and wireless collaboration tools to life by empowering employees and fostering inclusive experiences for all.

PanaCast 50+ ScreenBeam

By combining PanaCast 50 and the ScreenBeam 1100Plus, you get a contact-less Bring Your Own Meeting (BYOM) room solution, and provides wireless connectivity, eliminating the cost and inconvenience of long USB cables and USB extenders.

Wireless Connectivity to the PanaCast 50

The PanaCast 50 plugs into the ScreenBeam 1100P. When the user connects to ScreenBeam using ScreenBeam Conference tool, it creates a communication path to the camera. Users can them use the PanaCast camera when joining a UC platform. Thus, eliminating the need to plug into the camera directly from the laptop! Be anywhere in the conference room.

- Patented real-time video stitching technology intelligently decides exactly the right point to live-stitch the three feeds together, creating a smooth, 180° view in high-definition Panoramic-4K.
- Superior panoramic video quality with three 13-megapixel cameras, mounted in a high-precision, multi-camera array, covers every part of the room.
- Eight beam forming microphones and precision voice detection
- Four-speaker high-definition audio
- Active speaker tracking that includes Intelligent algorithms which automatically identify and remove residual echo and static noise.
- Whiteboard sharing and capture: Whiteboard streaming technology lets you live stream and enhance your whiteboard content, so everyone on the call see it, even if they’re not in the room. Intelligent algorithms automatically capture and live-stream your whiteboard content in real time, so you don’t need to be present to participate.
- Seamless content sharing Wirelessly share content and collaborate with ease! UC platforms then extend that capability by sharing content with remote attendees as well, ensuring a truly immersive and engaging session for all.
- Cross platform support – Native screen sharing exists on every platform from Windows to Mac including wireless connectivity to the PanaCast 50.

Take advantage of this bundled solution by calling your preferred distributor today! PanaCast 50 is available in black or grey. Discounts available!

- Black PanaCast 50: 8200-232 or Grey Panacast 50: 8201-232
- Black PanaCast 50 Remote: 8220-209 or Grey Panacast 50 Remote: 8211-209
- ScreenBeam 1100P

Learn more

Call your Exertis rep today for more information or to reference the following part numbers!

- #SBWD1100PJBPC50B – PanaCast 50 Black
- #SBWD1100PJBPC50G – PanaCast 50 Grey